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Chapter 1 : FACT CHECK: Decoy Drunk
Debunking the Designated Decoy: Get to the truth in your organization! [Russell J. White, Charles Apple] on
calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Thousands of people have been inspired by Russell J.
White to roll up their sleeves and get to work building a better workplace by stripping away bad habits.

If Bolsonaro wins, the Republicans in the US will likely be scripted to sweep the midterms as well. But if
Bolsonaro loses, the election hack drama could take a few months to unfold before the military steps in to put
Bolsonaro in power. On another note, look closely at the first round results on the Economist graph. Should
we see a similar motivation disparity in the US midterms, the Democrats will not win the US House like the
polls are predicting. Printers have been affixed to a small number of the machines, producing an auditable
paper trail. And in what critics call a major setback to the movement for voting transparency, a new law
approved in October will do away with printed e-voting receipts. Brazil, the US, or China? Since then, he has
surged 10 points in the presidential polls. Look for Mike Pence, Rand Paul, and Elizabeth Warren to survive
any such strike; they have roles to play in what happens afterwards. In February , Hitler blamed a devastating
Reichstag fire on the communistsâ€¦ Intimidation, and fear of the communists, brought Hitler a 90 percent
majority. He was now, for all intents and purposes, dictator. I almost feel sorry for the globalists. To work on
this massive project for hundreds, if not thousands, of years only to have people see through it right before the
final show begins â€” it must be heartbreaking. A thousand years from now, a free humanity will look back at
the colossal folly of the Kabbalists and laugh at the sheer hubris and stupidity of what they tried to do. So
laughter will be their only lasting legacy. If the globalists go ahead with their plans and script the conservative
victories to happen, the leftists will go bananas and take to the streets flinging feces in all directions. This will
enable the domestic crackdowns to begin. So now we wait and see if the globalists pull the trigger. By telling
the public about it, the globalists can now blame the Chinese communists for the cyberattacks that will come
when the Big Crisis hits. In reality, though, the globalists will be staging the attacks using hardware backdoors
like the Intel Management Engine that are built right into the microprocessors. These conditions will lead to
our humbling defeat if the globalists take the War Path, and to our de facto surrender if they take the Peace
Path. This interference by a foreign communist power may also play into the second round of the Brazilian
election. But I decided to wait for more developments before writing about it. This week, those developments
occurred. China will use its spy chips and hacking brigades to support leftists in the Brazilian and American
elections via the electronic voting machines and the computer networks that transmit the vote count. In fact,
they may have already done so. Bolsonaro claims that he would have won a majority of the vote in the first
round of the Brazilian election had it not been for irregularities with the electronic voting machines. It could
be all over the place â€” it could be anything coming out of China. Can you see how the Chinese communists
could interfere with the following US vote tabulation process? People go to their designated polling place,
their name is checked off the voter rolls and they vote, either with a paper ballot that is optically scanned by a
machine, an electronic voting machine or, very rarely, a paper ballot that is hand-read, Foley said. Then, the
machine will print out a grocery-receipt-like record with the vote tally, which is usually taped to the door of
the polling place, Stewart said. Several copies of this printout are generated, and those copies, along with a
computer card that stores the results, are bundled together and immediately sent to one of the central counting
offices, which may be either a dedicated elections department or the county courthouse, Stewart said. Some
counties take uncounted ballots directly from the polling place to have them read by an optical scanner in the
county courthouse, Stewart added. This computer then tallies all of the results and begins to generate a
preliminary vote-count report, Stewart said. In other places, the results will be pushed via phone or internet to
state officials, who will report the results. So when the Chinese manipulate the vote and the US mainstream
media rush to declare Democratic victories, Trump will blow the whistle on the hack. After announcing the
hack, Trump and Congress will order a Mueller-like investigation into Chinese interference in the election,
with the aim of thoroughly sorting out what happened prior to the new Congress taking office in January. Vast
evidence of complicity between the Chicoms and the Democratic leaders will be found, and the electronic
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voting machines will be cracked open and the Chinese spy chips within them will be shown to the public.
Trump will then have the Democrats not only on conspiracy and corruption charges, but on treason charges as
well, and treason is punishable by death especially when military tribunals are conducting the trials. Once
Trump announces the investigation, the globalist script will portray the Democrats as desperately fighting for
their lives, literally. So they will go to any and all lengths to save themselves from the gallows. Of course, the
Brazilians will undergo the same process. It is likely that the globalists will script a Bolsonaro loss on October
28 amidst claims of electronic voting machine manipulation. Bolsonaro wins Brazilian presidency. Depending
on the settings applied by the technicians arming it, it can explode in a range of yields from 0. A following US
investigation could then turn it to maximum. Since there are two controlled sides to the staged conflict, there
are two false narratives the globalists are spinning: They want you to come to see the mainstream narrative as
a lie and the alt-media narrative as the truth. That being said, what we are observing in the ongoing Khashoggi
saga is a stage play being put on for the public. In reality, though, the drama is meant to obfuscate the true
reason for Saudi Arabia switching its allegiance: Watch this drama over the supposed murder of Khashoggi
very closely. Could it be that the globalists are scripting a Bipartisan Establishment takedown of Saudi Arabia,
the Bushes, and Trump along with them? Trump has installed more than three dozen veterans of the Bush
administration, putting them in charge of running agencies, implementing foreign policy and overseeing his
schedule. By tomorrow night, I should have this operation rolled up. So I can now return my attention to a less
formidable adversary, the globalist cabal. After I posted the second part of it yesterday, I was on the receiving
end of an unusual number of messages that tried to lead me off in different directions. So after trying and
failing to overturn Obamacare, he looked ahead and saw three and a half more years of frustration that would
end in a failed presidency. He reached out to the core of the Republican Establishment, the Bush family, and
asked for their help in passing legislation that could be spun as fulfilling his campaign promises. Trump has
toed the Bush line since then, including placing their man Kavanaugh into the Supreme Court. Now the
Saudis, Bushes and Trumps must be brought to justice. So which play will the globalist scriptwriters have him
make? But I can tell you this: More on this tomorrow too.
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The Designated decoy, is a person that remains sober but acts drunk, speeds, and swerves making the cops think that
they are calendrierdelascience.com this thoughtless act, which happens after closing, he/she gets the cops to follow
him/her or pull them over allowing the real drunks to stumble away safely.

A sober patron staggers out of the bar at closing time to lure police away from his drunken friends. As it
neared closing time, an extremely intoxicated man stumbled out of the bar and spent 30 minutes looking for
his car. When all the other drivers had left, the drunk finally located his vehicle. He spent another 20 minutes
fumbling for his keys and trying to unlock his car. Finally, he got in and eventually managed to start his car.
As soon as he pulled away, the police officer went after him and pulled him over, giving him the breathalizer
test. It came up negative. You were falling all over the place! Told as a true story, this joke first appeared on
the Internet in June It has since been reported as a bit of online lore in various newspapers â€” never exactly
as a news story, but rather as a cute tale currently making the rounds. Pincus and Bernstein were walking
down a street in Berlin when they saw an SS cop approaching. Only Pincus had an identity card. The Nazi
examined them and saw they were in order. A couple of young fellers were fishing at their special pond off the
beaten track when out of the bushes jumped the Game Warden. Immediately, one of the boys threw his rod
down and started running through the woods, and hot on his heels came the Game Warden. After about a half
mile the young man stopped and stooped over with his hands on his thighs to catch his breath and the Game
Warden finally caught up to him. With that, the fella pulled out his wallet and gave the Game Warden a valid
fishing license. Two men were walking through the woods one day when a large Grizzly bear started chasing
them. One of the fellows reached into his back pack to retrieve his tennis shoes to change into from his heavy
hiking boots. You cannot outrun that bear. An interesting point was made in a letter to the editor after The
New York Times presented this joke: This speaks right to the crux of the matter: The Office As Comedy Club.
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Decoy Drunk A 'designated decoy' pretends to be drunk to lure cops away from drinking buddies who really are. Claim:
A sober patron staggers out of the bar at closing time to lure police away from.

Understanding the NWO Strategy [1. Through what steps will the globalists take us to get there? When will
those steps happen? These are three questions this entry will answer. Here are two specific elements of the
planned UN reformâ€¦ 1 The Security Council will be reformed to include permanent members from all 10
UN regions, and the power of the P5 nations to veto resolutions will be eliminated. The elimination of veto
power will be sold as being necessary to allow the UN to effectively address divisive conflicts, but its real
purpose will be to ensure that no nation can insulate itself from UN action by casting a veto. All nations will
be equally helpless against the multilateral UN mob and the Occulted Powers who pull their strings. But once
we hit the 3. Putin expressed interest in reviving the U. Military Staff Committee which coordinates military
activity of the five permanent members of the Security Council in support of international peace and security,
but which has never been effective. The greatest purpose of the MSC, arising from Article 45 of the UN
Charter, was intended to be providing command staff for a set of air-force contingents. In this connection I
would like to stress our conviction that relevant capacities of the Commonwealth of Independent States,
Organisation of the Collective Security Treaty and Shanghai Cooperation Organisation might be in high
demand. In accordance with the decision of the Russian Government the Ministry of the Interior is planning
on training up to 80 people a year till We believe that the improvement of the thorough consideration of all
military aspects of specific peacekeeping operations by the UN Security Council would promote greater
efficiency of all aspects of UN peacekeeping. The Charter body â€” the Military Staff Committee MSC that is
called upon to ensure an appropriate level of military expertise for the UN Security Council decisions, which
have a military aspect, might provide a contribution to this. That is why the President of Russia V. During the
first 3. This will allow them to practice and fine-tune their approach. But after the 3. In both cases, the
globalists will use false-flag shootings and bombings to simulate conflict and justify UN intervention. Their
tried-and-true method is to offer their plans as a solution to a crisis they deliberately create. The current war in
Syria is perfect for that purpose. Note the competing resolutions on Syria that were circulated in the Security
Council in October; neither had a chance because both sides had vetoesâ€¦ â€¦From the UN website 2 They
will be sure that all of the P5 nations get a serious bloody nose from the unprevented conflict. The globalists
already attempted an East vs. According to India Today, he said: In China, the central government dictates the
direction of the economy, but that direction is pursued with a capitalistic approach. This is how I suspect the
new globalist economy will operate. He begins by pointing to the problems posed by the engineered economic
meltdown, then he goes on to explain how a new kind of global reserve currency would solve all those
problems. In time, though, its value against national currencies would cease to matter, because people would
choose it for its convenience and the stability of its purchasing powerâ€¦ â€¦The phoenix zone would impose
tight constraints on national governments. There would be no such thing, for instance, as a national monetary
policy. The world phoenix supply would be fixed by a new central bank, descended perhaps from the IMFâ€¦
â€¦Governments are far from ready to subordinate their domestic objectives to the goal of international
stability. Several more big exchange-rate upsets, a few more stockmarket crashes and probably a slump or two
will be needed before politicians are willing to face squarely up to that choiceâ€¦ â€¦Pencil in the phoenix for
around , and welcome it when it comes. Food riots would then erupt as Soros-sponsored agitators draw
desperate regular folks into the street. This would lead to Obama declaring a national emergency and ruling by
executive order. This would lead to Paul Ryan being made interim US President, and he would lead us into a
short, disastrous war with Russia before Trump is inaugurated. This war would create a global economic
collapse due to the temporary shutdown of trade and financial payments between East and West. So the New
World Order would be in full effect by late or early Continue the migrant offensive against the European
populace. Launch more EU policies that are blatantly outrageous. If such a nuclear attack does occur, expect
Bashar Assad to survive.
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the designated decoy, is a person that remains sober but acts drunk, speeds, and swerves making the cops think that
they are drunk. during this thoughtless act, which happens after closing, he/she gets the cops to follow him/her or pull
them over allowing the real drunks to stumble away safely.

We have tried every angle to assert our needs and to create a team environment for both departments to get the
jobs done however we are frequently met with a lot of resistance and negative responses. Also, there is no
respect for seniority so even the CEO has to sit on the back burner with IT emergencies sometimes. Does
anyone have any suggestions for turning this around into a positive working relationship? We have tried the
direct approach and discovered that things got worse. Now we need to come up with a plan B on how to turn
things around. I encountered this same situation with an IT manager in a prior position. Our relationship was
so bad, he once cussed at me and slammed the door in my face when I made a request. Like you, I chose not to
go running to the CEO and deal with it on an administrative, not executive, level. Is it possible that you can
come and help? I was also assertively friendly. I looked for opportunities to speak with him alone. My
consistent message was: I really need you to be responsive. I need your help. I would also like to piggy back
on what Alverta Harty advised: IT usually loves baked goods, chocolates, etc. That sends a strong statement.
They need to feel appreciated and valued. Home baked goods had cemented many relationships in my career.
Their occupation is highly stressful and they respond well to soothing. They get to it when they get to it. Most
of us are not as technologically astute to know what constitutes an emergency enough to prioritize who is next
in the queque. When I send an email for a ticket to address a problem, I usually bcc one of the technicians.
Someone sitting at a desk on the East Coast is not in a position to understand or prioritize a problem on the
West Coast. Therefore, a bcc to a technician that I speak to everyday or routinely call to ask a question will get
me a quick response. This is a short-term solution, but still a solution. I want to clarify a couple of things. The
lack of response to the CEO is rather, a lack of response to assistant who represents issues on behalf of the
CEO. While the IT and Facilities teams both understand that the administrative assistants represent executive
staff members, they do not prioritize requests in a manner suitable to the executives they are supporting. Also,
our CEO is not aware of these issues as the level that they are occuring at makes them the responsibility of our
team. I like the suggestions for reading, I will check out the books. What it appears that we need more than
anything right now is to re-build relationships so that we can create understanding for what the roles are of the
administrative team. Those who would leave under normal circumstances decided that it was easier to comply.
Let them know what role they play as an integral part. This may seem rather harsh, however, there are a great
deal of folks looking for positions with security and who are willing to be part of a TEAM. The idea of getting
all the players together at an off-site location with a neutral facilitator might be the best way to resolve the
impass and get on with business. If he cannot, then he himself should be removed. In this mode, destructive
elements are removed. Below are a couple of thoughts that I have regarding changing the climate in your
office. Please keep in mind that managing people is science and art. It is very challenging and you need to be
highly educated, intellectual, and intuitive. You also cannot have a collapsible backbone! The situation in your
office is not exceptional and I believe it can be turned around with your strong desire to do what is right for
the company. I would suggest you read: Debunking the Designated Decoy: Get to the Truth in Your
Organization Author s: If not, you, He, and the heads of IT and Facilities should do it together, discuss it, and
agree to act accordingly. This is a simple concept that empowers everyone. The Department heads may have
valid concerns that can be worked through respectfully, keeping the needs of the company in the forefront.
They just need to communicate. If there is no one in your organization that can facilitate communication and
agreement, you may need to bring in a neutral 3rd party.
Chapter 5 : Debunking the 'missile defence' myth - The Student Room
Save russell decoy to get e-mail alerts and updates on your eBay Feed. + Debunking the Designated Decoy: Get to the
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Chapter 6 : About Russell â€“ Russell J White â€“ The Business Coach
Designated Decoy, Wildomar, California. 56 likes. Designated Decoy formed in Wildomar in April 90s alternative rock
with a dark twist of blues and.

Chapter 7 : Are designated decoys illegal? | Yahoo Answers
His books, Russell's Rules: Just Do This Lead!, Lead!, Little White Truths: Lessons for Leadership, and Debunking the
Designated Decoy: Get to the truth in your organization!, have been must reads for managerial study programs for
years.

Chapter 8 : designated decoy â€“ Defining Anything
Are designated decoys illegal? I saw this joke a while back about a person who pretends to be drunk only to be pulled
over by an officer to distract his attention from the real drunk people. Would admitting you are a designated decoy be
illegal?

Chapter 9 : Russell White - Speakerpedia, Discover & Follow a World of Compelling Voices
Russell J. White, CSP. Russell J. White, president of Pinnacle Solutions, is one of Americas leading business speakers.
He is an author, consultant, international speaker, and business expert on putting your business on Fast Forward in the
areas of leadership, sales and service.
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